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Successful apprenticeship concept at Langmatz
All graduates join the company after successful IHK examination
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 28 May 2019 – A fine tradition awaits the happy graduates at the
end of their vocational training: the presentation ceremony. Five Langmatz apprentices
attended the ceremony. As part of the presentation ceremony at the Oberau plant, the
former apprentices received a gift from the Board of Management and were released from
the apprenticeship on receipt of their diplomas. Due to their good qualifications and the
great commitment they showed during their vocational training, all were hired by their
respective departments at Langmatz. “We are very proud of you and your achievements
and wish you all the best on your further career path,” said the delighted Training
Coordinator Angelika Schubert.
A sophisticated apprenticeship concept lies behind the often exceptionally good
vocational qualifications obtained by the apprentices of the Garmisch-Partenkirchenbased company. Last year, Langmatz was awarded the distinction of “IHKAusbildungsbetrieb 2018 – Hier wurde ein Einser-Azubi ausgebildet” (IHK Vocational
Training Company 2018 – A first-class candidate was trained here). This award is presented
by the Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK) to companies recognised for their
dedication to vocational training.
The young colleagues successfully passed their final exams in four different occupations in
the winter of 2018/2019 at the IHK for Munich and Upper Bavaria. Regina Stenger and
Franziska Wunder completed their vocational training as “industrial clerks”. Franziska
Wunder was even awarded the College Prize for her excellent performance at the
vocational college. Leonhard Husel is now a trained “industrial mechanic,” Eric Capka a
“technical product designer” and Peter Mangold a “tool mechanic”. Due to his outstanding
achievements in the final exam, Peter Mangold may apply for a further educational
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scholarship at the IHK. These scholarships are only available to apprentices who achieve at
least 87 points in the final exam (corresponding to a grade of 1.9).
As one of the largest employers and vocational training companies in the district of
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Langmatz GmbH has been training young professionals for over
50 years. The innovative company develops, produces and markets technical system
solutions for the power engineering, telecommunication and traffic engineering sectors.
Langmatz is keen to actively promote and train its own young talent - currently in ten
different recognised occupations requiring formal training and five dual study
programmes.

Caption: The successful graduates and their instructors at Langmatz.
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In the photo: top row, from left: Robert Fischer (Head of Human Resources), Stephan
Binder (Head of Shipping), Claus Strohmaier (Deputy Head of the Workplace Design Unit),
Ludwig Fischer (Head of Technology). 2nd row, from left to right: Stefan Eurisch (Head of
the Commercial Division), Sandro Hellwig (Deputy Head of the Metal Unit), Dr Matthias
Schweicher (Head of the Production Division). Centre row, from left: Angelika Schubert
(Training Coordinator), Christian Rassbichler (Head of Mould Construction), Leonhard
Reitzner (Managing Director). 2nd row from bottom, from left: Peter Mangold (apprentice
tool mechanic), Eric Capka (apprentice technical product designer), Steffen Rüttiger (Head
of Mechanical System Development). Bottom row, from left: Franziska Wunder
(apprentice industrial clerk), Regina Stenger (apprentice industrial clerk) and Leonhard
Husel (apprentice industrial mechanic).
Photo: Langmatz GmbH
Find out more about vocational training at Langmatz here: www.langmatz.de/unternehmen/karriere
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